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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN
Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of The Tiger.
As we now enter into the centenary of the “100 Days Offensive”, the recent commemorations of
the Battle of Amiens have rightly received coverage from both the national Press and television.
Whilst many of us may have watched the BBC broadcast from Amiens Cathedral on the afternoon
of 8th August, two of our members, Lynn and Brian Roffee, were able to attend the Service and
I am grateful to Lynn for her photograph of the official wreaths laid in the Chapel of Allies by
the Duke of Cambridge and Theresa May and other dignitaries. The “British” wreaths of white
and yellow roses are shown below, second (the Duke) and third (Mrs May) from left respectively.
The lack of respect shown by
some of those present also
drew comment from Lynn.
Despite requests that no
photographs were to be taken
during the Service, these
instructions were completely
ignored by the French
contingent
of
the
congregation, who also took
video footage and even stood
on their seats to see the Duke
of Cambridge enter the
Cathedral! Where, one asks,
were the Cathedral Officials
when required?
The excellent Order of Service provided an admirable summary of the Battle itself, part of which
read as follows:
On 8 August 1918 at 4.20am, just before first light, almost 100,000 Canadian, Australian and
British Infantrymen, with the support of hundreds of tanks, advanced on a front of over 22
kilometres, behind a devastating artillery barrage. Shrouded by dense mist, the assault was a
complete surprise to the German army. In combination with a French attack in the south, the
advances of Fourth Army saw the leading shock-troops of both the elite Canadian Corps on
the right, and Australian Corps in the centre, reach their first objectives by around 7.30 a m.
Supported by wire-crushing tanks and ground-strafing aircraft, they achieved their final
objectives by early afternoon, and the fighting was largely over by 2.00 p.m.
The day was a stunning Allied success and a triumph of all-arms co-operation. German
casualties were estimated at 27,000 killed, wounded or captured. Many were not wounded,
displaying an unusual willingness to give themselves up. General Ludendorff would later
describe it as a “black day”. The German Official History stated bluntly that “As the sun sets
on 8th August on the battlefield the greatest defeat which the German Army had suffered since
the beginning of the War was an accomplished fact”.
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Yet, even during commentary
of the Service itself, the
question was asked: why has
this vital point in our history
gone virtually unnoticed? The
following morning, journalist
James Delingpole of The
Daily Express reminded his
readers that: As George Orwell
and others have noticed, we
British have always been
more drawn to tales of heroic
defeat – the Charge of the
Light
Brigade,
Scott’s
doomed expedition to the
Antarctic, Dunkirk – than we
have been
to stories of resounding
victory.

“8th August 1918”
by Septimus Power

Whilst I personally agree with those sentiments to a certain degree, I also feel the problem runs
much deeper. The same Newspaper the previous day reported on a recent survey conducted via
the genealogy website ancestry.co.uk. The results, shall we politely say, were “disappointing”. Of
2,000 Britons polled, 44% of those aged between 18 and 24 and 24% of those who were older
did not know the Great War took place between 1914 and 1918. Furthermore, 27% of those polled
could not name any of Britain’s war-time Allies, whilst 51% failed to identify David Lloyd George
as British Prime Minister at War’s end and 33% admitted they had no idea if anyone in their family
was involved in the War at all.
Accepting that the survey was undoubtedly self-serving as far as marketing a genealogy product
was concerned, these figures also highlight the need – and the work still to be done – by
Associations such as ourselves in the years to come. With the conclusion of centenary
commemorations this coming November, many lottery-funded local history groups will disband
as their specific remembrance projects draw to a close. We, however, will continue, attempting to
spread to a wider audience our Association mantra of “Explore, Learn, Share” and seeking to
shatter the ignorance and apathy that lays in our path.
Our triumphs may be small, unlike that we have so recently commemorated at Amiens. Whatever
the scale of our success, it will carry some significance as our glorious dead will receive recognition
for their deeds and their sacrifices in the Great War . . .
D.S.H
I am also aware that some of our readers recently travelled to Ypres with the Royal British
Legion for the 90th anniversary commemorations of their first official pilgrimage. As always,
pictures and/or articles covering that event would be most welcome . . .
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PARISH NOTICES

FORTHCOMING BRANCH MEETINGS
The Elms Social & Service Club, Bushloe End,
WIGSTON, Leicestershire, LE18 2BA
7:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. (Approx.)
27th August 2018
Guest Speakers: Adam Lowe
The Battle of Jutland
&
David Humberston
The Zeebrugge Raid
In a Naval “Double Bill”, Oakham Town Mayor Adam
Lowe (left) and David Humberston present their versions
of two of the major Naval actions of the Great War.

24th September 2018
Guest Speaker: Dr Jim Beach
British Intelligence
& The German Spring Offensives
A valued supporter of our Branch, Dr Jim Beach, Senior
Lecturer in 20th Century History at Northampton University,
makes a welcome return with his latest presentation regarding
Military Intelligence and the Great War.

29th October 2018
Guest Speaker: Greg Drozdz B.E.M.
Africa & The Great War
Today the story of the conquest of Germany’s colonies
within the African continent are either forgotten or largely
ignored. Yet four separate campaigns were waged, with
varying degrees of success, as Greg will explain in due course.
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OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY . . .
AT RISK WAR MEMORIALS
can be viewed on:
HERITAGE OPEN DAYS
Thursday, 6th September 2018
2.00 p.m. – 5.00 p.m.
Friday 7th September 2018
3.00 p.m. – 6.00 p.m.
Saturday, 8th September 2018
10.00 a.m. – 6.00 p.m.
Sunday, 9th September 2018
2.30 p.m. – 5.00 p.m.

at
The Chancel,
Rear of All Saints Church,
Highcross Street, Leicester

.
Further information is available from
Project Director, Denis Kenyon, who
can be contacted on
denis.kenyon@hotmail.co.uk

“WE WILL REMEMBER THEM”
TH
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OPEN DAY
SEPTEMBER 2018
ST MICHAEL
& ALL ANGELS CHURCH
828 MELTON ROAD
THURMASTON
LE4 8BE
10.30 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.

Thurmaston commemorates the centenary of the end of the Great War with displays
from the Thurmaston Heritage Group, the Royal British Legion, including a Wall of
Remembrance, and ourselves. Light refreshments will be available throughout the day.

YOUR BRANCH WILL BE
AMONGST THE ATTENDEES
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SUNDAY
23RD SEPTEMBER
2018
10.00 a.m. – 3.00 p.m.
Admission £1.00
VENUE

Holiday Inn Leicester-Wigston

YOUR
BRANCH
WILL BE
AMONGST
THE
ATTENDEES
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THE 90TH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE LAST POST ASSOCIATION
by Major Sir Edward Crofton, Bt.
formerly Coldstream Guards
Thursday 5th July 2018 dawned bright and clear, under a cloudless sky. All of those, including Dr
Derek Gallagher and myself, representing The Friends of St George’s Memorial Church, Ypres,
who had the privilege of attending the 90th Anniversary Celebrations of the Last Post Association
at the Menin Gate, witnessed a most poignant rendering of the Salute to the Fallen Warrior, a
unique Act of Homage which has taken place since its inception at the beginning of July 1928,
and which has continued uninterrupted until the present day. The only exception to this was during
the four years of the German occupation of Ieper, from 20th May 1940 to 6th September 1944,
when the Ceremony moved to Brookwood Cemetery in England; a combined total of over 32,000
soundings.
The Event began with everyone
meeting for a Reception at the Cloth
Hall. The Chairman of the Last Post
Association, Mr Benoit Mottrie, gave
an address of welcome to all those
assembled, which included dignitaries
and guests, both locally and from
around the World, including the City
of Ieper, the Government of
Flanders, the United Kingdom and
Commonwealth, the United States of
America and Germany.
We all made our way behind the
Australian Army Band to the Menin
Gate, where we moved to our appointed areas, and waited for the Ceremony to begin. At exactly
8pm, the Last Post was sounded by 8 members of the Volunteer Fire Brigade, their notes sharp
and clear in the evening air. The Exhortation was then given by Mr Darren Chester, the Australian
Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, followed by the Minute of Silence.
The Reception at The Cloth Hall

As I stood during the Silence, the enormities of ‘Man’s Inhumanity to Man’, the horrors being
commemorated, came home to me; there all around were the names inscribed on the enormous
white Euville stone pillars, of those who had simply disappeared, with no known grave; over
50,000 of them. My father had served in the Ypres Salient during 1914-15, and I have spotted
names inscribed of those in his Regiment who had served under him.
The Minute of Silence was followed by the moving spectacle of poppies raining down from above,
one for every individual who had made the Supreme Sacrifice, and whose name was on the Gate.
On completion of this part of the Ceremony, the Wreath Laying took place, carried out by both
National Representatives, and other public organisations including cadets. The Kohima Epitaph
was then given by Mr Guy Gruwez, the Honorary Chairman of the Last Post Association. The
sounding of Reveille brought the Ceremony to an end.
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The National Anthems of the
United Kingdom and Host
Nation were played, before the
assembled gathering turned
towards the City and proceeded
back to the Cloth Hall, to the
strains of Waltzing Matilda and
other martial favourites. By this
time the cobbles were reminding
us that they are not necessarily
user friendly! On arriving in
Market Square, we broke off, the
Band halted and dismissed after
being congratulated on a first
class performance by its Minister
for Veterans’ Affairs.

The Buglers and Officials approach The Menin Gate

Back inside the area of the Cloth Hall, further refreshment was on hand, and it was a great pleasure
to be able to reminisce with both old friends and new acquaintances, on what had been a truly
wonderful Day.

The Poppies & The Buglers

Those all-important Bugles

Sir Edward Crofton is the third son of Lieutenant Colonel Sir Morgan George Crofton, 6th
Baronet Crofton of Mohill Castle, Co Leitrim, who fought at Ypres in the Great War and whose
diaries from that period, entitled “Massacre of the Innocents: The Crofton Diaries, Ypres 19141915” were first published in 2004. The book was republished under the title “Ypres Diary
1914-1915” in 2010.
Sir Edward is also Chairman of The Friends of St George’s Memorial Church, Ypres, and has
kindly agreed to write this piece for our Newsletter at the specific invitation of the Editor.
The photographs illustrating this article were taken by Margaret Capoen and Patrick
Sennnesael and appear courtesy of www.lastpost/be
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COLONEL JOHN CRIDLAN BARRETT VC, TD, DL, FRCS
A GALLANT AND DISTINGUISHED SOLDIER
(PART I)

by Derek Seaton
2018 marks the centenary of the end of the First World War. This year also commemorates 100
years since a young Lieutenant in The Leicestershire Regiment was awarded the Victoria Cross for
“most conspicuous bravery and devotion to duty” on the Western Front. His story deserves to be
told.
John Cridlan Barrett was born on 10 August 1897 at 30
Regent Street, Royal Leamington Spa, Warwickshire. He
was the elder son of Joseph Teague Barrett and Fanny
Ada Barrett (née Cridlan).
His father was a
pharmaceutical chemist who served on the Town
Council, initially as a councillor and later as an alderman.
Mrs Barrett was a member of the Cridlan family who
owned the town’s premier hotel, the Regent Hotel in
The Parade. Two further children were born in
Leamington Spa, Cyril (1898) and Winifred (1900).
Having commenced his early education at Arnold
Lodge School in the town, John Barrett moved with his
family to London in 1904. They lived at 68 Queens
Gardens, Hyde Park and in 1910 he entered the
prestigious Merchant Taylors’ School, in Charterhouse
Square, which was founded in 1561. In 1912, the young
John Barrett joined the Merchant Taylors’ School
Contingent, Junior Division, Officer Training Corps.
He served for three years and attained the rank of
2nd Lieutenant John Cridlan Barrett
Sergeant Major. During August 1915 he was a Sergeant.
(Imperial War Museum)
Instructor, for four weeks to the 18th (1st Public Schools) Battalion, The Royal Fusiliers (City of
London Regiment) drilling recruits at Tadworth Camp, Surrey.
Although he was awarded a medical scholarship to St Thomas’s Hospital, London, whilst still at
Merchant Taylors’ School, he enlisted in the Army on 27 January 1916 and was commissioned as
a 2nd Lieutenant and posted to the 3/5th Battalion, The Leicestershire Regiment. He underwent
training at Bulwell, Nottinghamshire and at Catterick Camp, Yorkshire prior to being transferred
to the 1/5th Battalion, The Leicestershire Regiment (Territorial Force) on 1 July 1916, then serving
in France.
2nd Lieutenant Barrett reported for duty with his new unit on 10 July and was posted to ‘C’
Company. From the time of his arrival in a communication trench, he became known as Claude
to all his fellow-officers. From February 1917 until May 1918, the young subaltern held the post
of Signals Officer to his Battalion. Between 23 February and 3 March 1917, the 1/5th Leicesters
were engaged in the front line at Gommecourt village. During this period of action, on 2 March,
Lieutenant Barrett suffered gunshot wounds in both hands. Four months later, on 27 July, he was
promoted to Lieutenant.
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On 23 May 1918, the 1/5th Battalion moved into the front line at the Gorre sector and six days
later encountered a horrendous gas attack. This was described in the Battalion War Diary as
follows:
29 May 1918. Enemy fired 4000 gas shells on Gorre village and neighbourhood. Direct hits
of shells on ‘C’ Company Headquarters. 4 Officers and 34 Other Ranks from ‘C’ Company
evacuated to hospital with gas poisoning. Later in the day it was recorded that: “Lieutenant J.
C. Barrett to 1 Corps Rest Station with gas after-effects” The War Diary subsequently recorded
that, following treatment and rest, he returned to duty on 13 June.

Terence Cuneo’s painting of Barrett’s V.C. action
(Royal Leicestershire Regiment Museum)

The great advance on the
German stronghold of the
Hindenburg Line commenced
on 24 September. The 1/5th
Leicesters, as part of the 46th
(North Midland) Division, were
allocated the task of capturing
the village of Pontruet. It was
in this battle that Lieutenant
John Cridlan Barrett was to earn
the Victoria Cross. The citation,
contained in The London Gazette
dated 14 December 1918
graphically described the acts of
gallantry carried out by a
fearless young officer against
seemingly insurmountable odds:

“For most conspicuous bravery and devotion to duty on September 24th 1918, during the attack
on Pontruet. Owing to the darkness and smoke barrage a considerable number of men lost
direction and Lieutenant Barrett found himself advancing towards Forgan’s Trench – a trench
of great strength containing numerous machine-guns. Without hesitation he collected all
available men and charged the nearest group of machine-guns, being wounded on the way. In
spite of this he gained the trench and vigorously attacked the garrison, personally disposing of
two machine-guns and inflicting many casualties.
He was again severely wounded, but nevertheless climbed out of the trench in order to fix his
position and locate the enemy. This he succeeded in doing and, despite exhaustion from
wounds, gave detailed orders to his men to cut their way back to the Battalion, which they did.
He himself refused help and was again wounded, so seriously that he could not move and had
to be carried out. In spite of his wounds he had managed to fight on, and his spirit was
magnificent throughout. It was due to his coolness and grasp of the situation that any of his
party was able to get out alive”.
Lieutenant Barrett was eventually taken to the Regimental Aid Post suffering with gunshot wounds
to his right forearm, back and neck. Due to the seriousness of his injuries, the medical staff did
not expect him to survive but he went on to make a complete recovery.
By an amazing coincidence four days later, on 28 September, another man born in Royal
Leamington Spa won the Victoria Cross at Marcoing, France. The town’s second recipient was
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Private Henry Tandey, 5th Battalion, The Duke of Wellington’s (West Riding) Regiment (Territorial
Force).
On 13 February 1919, His Majesty King George V decorated Lieutenant Barrett with the Victoria
Cross at an investiture held at Buckingham Palace. There was great elation at Merchant Taylors’
School as John Cridlan Barrett became the third old boy to be awarded the Victoria Cross following
in the footsteps of Midshipman George Leslie Drewry VC. Royal Naval Reserve (Gallipoli 1915)
and Second Lieutenant Alfred Oliver Pollard, VC, MC and Bar, DCM. Honourable Artillery
Company (Gavrelle, France 1917).

The Town Hall,
The Parade, Royal Leamington Spa

Private Henry Tandey,
V.C, D.C.M, M.M.

The Town Council of Royal Leamington Spa decided to honour its gallant sons by conferring the
Honorary Freedom of the Borough on both Lieutenant Barrett and Private Tandey. The Freedom
Ceremony took place in the Town Hall, on 11 August 1919, when both men received the ultimate
recognition of their townsfolk in a unique joint ceremony. Additional presentations were made in
the form of a wrist-watch for John Barrett and a gold watch and £350 worth of Victory Loan to
Henry Tandey.
Remarkably, Private Tandey was the most highly decorated private soldier in the British Army
during the First World War. He was awarded the Victoria Cross, the Distinguished Conduct Medal,
the Military Medal and was Mentioned in Dispatches on five occasions.
Lieutenant Barrett retained his enthusiasm for military life and applied for a commission in the
Regular Army. This, however, was not forthcoming and he was demobilized on 4 December 1919.
Upon leaving the army, John Barrett took up his medical scholarship at St Thomas’s.
TO BE CONTINUED
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YOUR BRANCH IN ACTION
Your Branch continues to be active in the
local community, promoting our cause
wherever possible. The “Great War
Weekend” event at the Hinckley & District
Museum, whilst not blessed with the number
of attendees it merited (due to the playing of
certain football and tennis matches that same
day), saw the Branch participate alongside reenactor Jack Overton (“Tiger Jack”). Jack
regaled those present with the story of his
War and a medley of period songs,
accompanied by all present. Jack is also
shown on our cover this month (photograph
by Nicola Brown)

“Tiger Jack” recounts his War

Ten days later (24th July), we were joined by John & June Taylor (not forgetting grandson James)
for another rewarding day, this time at The Holt, Aylestone, organised by Lynn and Brian Roffee
for the Freemen of the City. During the course of the day, David delivered two talks, whilst the
outstanding display of memorabilia created by John was much admired by all attendees. Lynn’s
extensive archive on the Freemen who served in the Great War was also available for viewing.

David delivering “Sidney’s War” one of
two talks he delivered that day

Valerie with Derek Simmonds and colleagues

Mike Hill and Lynn Roffee admire John
Taylor’s excellent display of memorabilia
Finally, the week was completed with a visit to
Melton Mowbray to attend the Centenary
Parade of the Royal Army Veterinary Corps.
Also present was Branch County Town
Representative, Derek Simmonds who, along
with colleagues from Melton Mowbray Rotary
Branch, were selling copies of Derek’s Melton
Mowbray Great War Trail leaflet. The event
itself received wide Press and Television
coverage and a video of the event can be found
by searching for Melton Mowbray Parade on
www.leicestermercury.co.uk/news/localnews
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CENTENARY CALENDAR COMPILED BY THE EDITOR

SEPTEMBER 1918
1st – France: British forces recapture Peronne
20th – Palestine: British cavalry capture Nazareth
2nd – France: Battle of the Drocourt-Queant and Beisan
Line; Russia: Italian contingent joins Allied 21st – Palestine: RAF attack and destroy the
Expeditionary Force at Murmansk in North retreating Turkish 7th Army at Wadi Lel Fara and
Russia
T. E. Lawrence wrote “It was the RAF that
3rd – France: British force capture Lens
converted the retreat into a rout, which had
4th – France: 27 year old T/Comdr. Daniel abolished their telephone and telegraph
Marcus William Beak MC, Drake Battalion, connections, had blocked their lorry columns
RND, RNVR, awarded the VC for his bravery and scattered their infantry units”
at Logeast Wood (North Achiet); Russia: Allied 23rd – Palestine: Haifa, Acre and Es Salt occupied
forces seize Oberseskaya; United States by British forces; Russia: French forces capture
contingent joins Allied Expeditionary Force at Prilep in southern Serbia; Arabia: Turkish
Murmansk
garrison abandons Ma'an on the Hejaz railway
5th – Russia: Japanese forces capture 24th – France: 21 year old Lieutenant John
Khabarovsk in eastern Siberia
Cridlan Barrett, 1/5th Battalion, The
th
10 – Britain: War Correspondent, Lt Col Leicestershire Regiment, awarded the VC for his
Charles Henry Wyndham á Court Repington bravery at Pontruet
CMG, of The Morning Post, suggests calling the 25th – Macedonia: Serbian forces recapture Ishtip
conflict “The First World War”
and Veles; Jordan: British cavalry cut the Hejaz
11th – Russia: Allied forces seize Ukhtinskaya on railway at Amman
the Murman front
26th – France: Allied Meuse-Argonne offensive
th
12 – France: Offensive phase “Battle of the begins with US and French forces advancing
Hindenburg Line” begins with the Battle of north towards Sedan
Havrincourt - British take Havrincourt, 27th – France: Continuing Battle of the
Moeuvres and Trescault; US forces begin Battle Hindenburg Line moves into next phase - Battle
of St Mihiel, their first large-scale operation
of the Canal du Nord where Canadians lead
14th – Azerbaijan: British begin to evacuate Baku attack; Bulgaria: Government asks Allies for an
on Caspian Sea
Armistice
15th – Macedonia: Allied offensive against 28th – Belgium: British and Belgian forces begin
Bulgarians begin with the Battle of Dobro Pole offensive operations in Flanders - they break out
16th – Britain: Disaster at Dover as HMS Glatton of Ypres Salient with relatively few casualties and
explodes - at least 57, and possibly 80 die on war in Flanders becomes one of movement again
board; Converted ocean liner, HMS Argus, - Messines is recaptured, with Passchendaele and
commissioned; France: Final German aeroplane Diksmuide to follow next day
29th – France: Continuing Battle of the
raid on Paris
th
18 – France: Continuing Battle of the Hindenburg Line moves into next phase - Battle
Hindenburg Line moves into next phase - Battle of the St Quentin Canal - one of the finest feats
of Epehy; Russia: Japanese forces capture of arms as British forces cross canal at Riqueval;
Blagoveschensk in eastern Siberia; Macedonia: Jordan: Turkish garrison of Ma'an surrenders
Allied offensive operations expand with the near Amman; Bulgaria: Armistice signed;
Battle of Monastir-Doiran which will end on 24th Portuguese East Africa: German forces re-cross
River Rovuma and re-enter German territory
- Doiran occupied on 22nd
th
19 – Palestine: Allied forces begin offensive 30th – Russia: Canadian contingent joins Allied
operations in Battles of Megiddo, Sharon and Expeditionary Force at Archangel; Bulgaria:
Hostilities to cease at noon
Nablus
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ON THE NOTICEBOARD

LEICESTER COUNTY COUNCIL
GREEN PLAQUE AWARD SCHEME

Captain Robert Gee
Derek Seaton writes:
I am extremely grateful to all members of the Branch who kindly supported my nomination
of Captain Robert Gee V.C, M.C, M.P, for a 2018 Green Plaque Award.
The nomination has been successful and the Green Plaque to honour Captain Gee will be
unveiled, in due course, at the Countesthorpe Cottage Homes site, hopefully, alongside the
Green Plaque to Private William Henry Buckingham V.C. This would enable people to see
that the Cottage Homes had produced two boys who were awarded the Victoria Cross in the
First World War.
Readers may also be interested to learn that the nominations for the other two Great War
candidates, John Cridlan Barrett V.C. and Arthur Newberry Choyce have also been
successful. We await further news concerning the dates of the respective unveilings.
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SEEN IN YPRES . . .
Reader’s photographs are always welcome for publication in “The Tiger” and we are grateful to
Elaine and Greg Merryfield for sharing these pictures of a recent commemoration at the Menin
Gate, Ypres:
A New Zealand Army Official (shown far left)
attended the Menin Gate wearing a “kahu
huruhuru” or feathered Cloak, usually worn by
Maori Chiefs or others of high rank. This
particular cloak, woven by Warrant Officer First
Class Robert Jobe and presented to the New
Zealand Defence Force in 2015, is named “Nga
Tapuwae”, meaning “Footsteps” and represents
the link between those who served New Zealand
in the past and those who continue to do so
today. This Cloak can be worn by people of all
ranks on special occasions.
The Cloak, seen right,
features red feathers
woven amongst white
to symbolise the fallen
soldiers on Turkish
battlefields,
blue
feathers to represent
the oceans crossed by
the New Zealand
soldiers, and peacock
green feathers which
represent the grass
surrounding the graves
in Gallipoli.

Another New Zealand Officer (left) with an alternative “kahu huruhuru”
was also in attendance
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MUSIC IN LEICESTER WHICH, ALAS, WE MISSED!
by Roy-Anthony Birch
For many years, the early days of September have heralded the grand finale to what is rightly
regarded as the world’s premiere music festival; The Henry Wood Promenade Concerts at
Kensington’s Royal Albert Hall. Launched by Sir Henry, as he later became, in 1895, “The Proms”
have provided an unrivalled showcase for the established and the innovative in the so-called
“classical” repertoire, with a diversity of “pop” and contemporary dance and jazz etc. increasingly
adding to the mix. As in previous years, the 2018 season marks a number of centenaries: the
deaths of French composers Claude Debussy and Lili Boulanger (hear them in the lunchtime Prom
at 1 p.m. on BBC Radio 3 on Monday September 3rd, and the birth of Leonard Bernstein of On
The Town and West Side Story fame. Likewise, the centenary of what is popularly thought of as
“the end” of the First World War is commemorated with a performance of Benjamin Britten’s
stunningly powerful War Requiem, featuring poems by Wilfred Owen. Hear this at 7 p.m. on
Thursday September 6th.
For many, of course, the celebrated “Last Night” is the supreme
highlight, climaxing with Elgar’s perennially stirring Land of
Hope and Glory and Sir Hubert Parry’s Jerusalem, again in
Elgar’s orchestration; so drawing the festive extravaganza to its
close. Had we been in Leicester 100 years ago, however, we
would have been able to see and to hear “the greatest of living
English composer” for ourselves. For this was the accolade
bestowed on Sir Edward in The Illustrated Leicester Chronicle,
following a succession of appearances at the Leicester Palace
during the week ending August 25th 1917. Elgar was here to
conduct his Fringes of The Fleet; settings of four poems by
Rudyard Kipling for four baritone soloists and orchestra, with
“the special scenery used at The London Coliseum” specially
imported for the occasion. Here was Elgar, initially at least, in
lighter vein, with something approaching a comic tableau in the
Sir Edward Elgar
opening number “The Lowestoft Boat”, before imitating a rolling sea in “Fate’s Discourtesy”;
ships buffeted by the elements - “headlong wind and heaving tide” etc. Then to suitably sombre
music for “Submarines”; an especially timely reminder, in 1917, of the perils of a maritime
existence either on or beneath the waves. Elgar shows particular sensitivity in setting this text: no
bombast or triumphalism here, but unalloyed sympathy for all seafarers. The music is at its most
funereal for the lines “we move in the belly of death, but the mirth of a seaport dies when our
blow gets home”. Then to “The Sweepers” to complete the set; the mood still serious, in the
verses especially, but with typically Elgarian bluster in the final chorus, (where the soloists again
combine), albeit in a minor key.
Elgar was at the height of his popularity in the Edwardian era, with audiences flocking to hear his
cantata King Olaf and oratorios The Apostles and The Dream of Gerontius etc. as much in
Leicester as elsewhere. He was also among the first to record performances of his own music, and
discs of Fringes of The Fleet were pressed in July 1917 using three of the four soloists who were
to sing in Leicester in August. Local devotees of the maestro’s music must have been disappointed
over the non-appearance of the fourth member of the original July recording cast. For Charles
James Mott was one of the leading interpreters of Elgar’s music and esteemed by the composer
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himself above all other baritones. Mott’s absence from the Leicester performances, however, was
not without good reason. By August 1917 he sensed that the call to arms was imminent and that
time should be spent setting his affairs in order. With professional appearances no longer able to
be guaranteed, he prepared to join the cohorts that had preceded him and for whom most roads
led to France.
Born in Finchley, north London, around 1880, and the seventh of
nine children, Mott enlisted in Paddington and was posted to 1/26th
Bn. London Regiment (Artists’ Rifles), stationed at
Romford. Lance Corporal Mott, service no. 766077, crossed to
France in April 1918 and seemed reconciled to one career having
yielded, temporarily, he hoped, to another, as suggested in letters
home. On 11th May 1918, for example, to Elgar: “This is a short
note to let you know that all goes well up to the present. You
probably know by now that I have been out here for about five
weeks. I have enjoyed the experience immensely and look
forward to heaps of fun (admittedly of a rather grim nature)
within the next few hours! . . . . There is something grand and very
fascinating about a battery of big guns and a shell that can make
Charles James Mott
a hole in the ground big enough to put a motor-bus in. What a
vast amount of pent up energy”. Mott continued with more profound observations on industrial
warfare, “deploring the waste of power which, if directed in another channel, might preserve
life instead of shattering it”. This was undoubtedly a sentiment which Elgar would have
wholeheartedly endorsed.
Yet barely had the letter come into the composer’s hand before a further communication informed
Sir Edward of the loss of a cherished musical companion and a much valued friend. Predictably
enough, and perhaps ironically, given his expressed fascination for the “battery of big guns”, the
wholesale unleashing of the “pent up energy” of modern armourments had accounted for Charles
James Mott just as it would continue to do for untold tens of thousands of others. He died on
22nd May 1918, of wounds sustained two days previously in an engagement at Aveluy Woods
during the Third Battle of The Aisne. Aged 37, he was interred in Bagneux British Military
Cemetery (grave reference II. C. 2), Somme, France, in a somewhat “out of the way” location, yet
as immaculately maintained as any in the care of The Commonwealth War Graves Commission.
Although the August 1917 performances at The Leicester Palace were
a commercial enterprise, many and possibly a majority of concerts had
at least a fund-raising element - “retiring collections” etc., in support
of sundry national and local wartime charities. Performances by
amateur choral societies, especially amidst the grandeur of the
recently-opened De Montfort Hall (July 1913), were routinely
enhanced by the presence of professional soloists. But amateurs could
be equally keen to appear “centre stage” in doing their bit for a chosen
cause. This handbill, for example, shows how a local music teacher
staged an event at what is now Leicester’s “Y Theatre” in aid of two
distinct charities, either or both of which must have been at the
forefront of public consciousness in January 1915.
Just as today, musical activity intensified in the approach to Christmas
1915 with an abundance of amateur and professional promotions,
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albeit at opposite ends of the scale. On Sunday November 28th for example, the choir of St. John
The Baptist Clarendon Park sang The Last Judgement by Louis Spohr, a near contemporary of
Beethoven, now largely forgotten, but very much in keeping with the still popular Victorian
“oratorio” tradition. In an altogether more lavish setting, what was billed as “A Grand Patriotic
Concert” in aid of The Leicester Royal Infirmary drew a not quite capacity audience to the De
Montfort Hall on Thursday December 2nd. And “Patriotic” it was too, with no fewer than three
verses of “God Save The King” to stiffen the sinews from the outset. Lines from verse two - “O
Lord our God”, arise, Scatter his enemies, And make them fall” must surely have struck the
perfect note; not forgetting the confounding of the enemy’s politics and the frustrating of his
“knavish tricks”! This indeed set the tone for “a programme, practically every item of which
dealt with love of country and yet was full of variety and of a very high musical standard”.
Of Sir Alexander Mackenzie’s Britannia overture, which opened the proceedings “proper”, the
music critic of The Leicester Daily Post again commented that this was “a work which is very
ingenious but lacks the cohesion necessary for producing a very strong impression”. This was
well observed indeed, since the work has long since lapsed into obscurity, while Rossini’s William
Tell overture, which opened the second half, remains a “go to” item for programme planners of
today. But it was two of England’s leading composers that provided the centrepieces of the
evening, firstly with Sir Charles Villiers Stanford’s Songs of The Sea for baritone soloist and male
chorus, in a rather more overt tribute to what was widely regarded, even taken for granted, as
Britain’s maritime supremacy. Here were settings of five poems by Sir Henry Newbolt, (noted
contributor to Britain’s official Naval History of The 1914-18 War), with the first of the five,
“Drake’s Drum”, just the thing to induce patriotic fervour. The poet evokes the spirit of the
Elizabethan Admiral who, momentarily sleeping, will “quit the port of heaven” to inspire
England’s mariners in times of crisis. All that will be needed is the beat of the drum!
On then to Elgar’s cantata The Banner of St. George, drawing on the legend of England’s adopted
patron saint and his slaying of “the mighty dragon, vast and dread”. Originally written to
celebrate Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee in 1897, the work sought to evoke what both poet
and composer imagined were the values of a bygone age: of chivalry and of knights in the
proverbial shining armour rescuing damsels in distress; when any fighting that had to be done was
done from the purest of motives and in the most noble cause. Translated to 1914 etc., the message
was obvious, as indeed was the “rightness” of the current cause. Only through the vanquishing
of the latter-day dragon could the virtues of Peace and Honour, (of what we might call “decency”),
Freedom and Justice, prevail. For Elgar, more specifically, the fight was for the greater good rather
than in pursuit of imperial expansion.
We trust that the concert brought significant sums into The Infirmary’s coffers and that notices
such as this, published in The Leicester Daily Post on the very day, met with a gratifying response:
“THE INCREASED COST OF ALL PURCHASABLE COMMODITIES GREATLY
INCREASES THE NEED FOR AUGMENTATION OF THE REGULAR INCOME OF
THE INFIRMARY. THE MILITARY WARDS NOW IN OCCUPATION MAKE FURTHER
DEMANDS UPON THE INCOME, AND IT IS HOPED THAT THE NEEDS OF THE
INSTITUTION WILL RECEIVE GENEROUS RECOGNITION AT THIS TIME OF
FINANCIAL UNCERTAINTY”. That the public appetite for music-making seems hardly to
have waned is much to the credit of Leicester people. Likewise, their continuing generosity in the
face of accompanying appeals for money. In what is more akin to a demand than a polite
injunction, an appeal on behalf of The Leicester Post & Mercury Fund for Christmas Gifts for
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Local Sailors and Soldiers (The Post December 2nd 1915) read: “We may point out that it is now
a question of days, not months, and it is very necessary that all those who contemplate doing
their share towards providing some Christmas good cheer for our lads at The Front, should
do it at once”.

Concert Programmes from
the Patriotic Concert at De
Montfort Hall, held on 2nd
December 1915 and from
the Leicester Musical
Society Concert at the
same venue on 19th April
1917. Such documents are
understandably rare.

A 45% share of the profit (£20) from a concert at The Opera House on November 7 th 1915 was
a not untypical contribution to the Fund, which approached £2,000 by the beginning of December;
still only half of the advertised target, but sufficient for the first 1,000 parcels to be dispatched to
individual servicemen “in all parts of the world”. Each parcel contained a Christmas card,
cigarettes and chocolate, fever and boracic powders, ginger cake, condensed milk, Oxo cubes, a
writing pad, and buttons. Notice was also given of a fund-raising event arranged by The Victoria
Road Baptist Church Adult School, to be held on Monday December 13th 1915 in the Edward
Wood Hall, London Road; now the University of Leicester’s Fraser Noble Building. “A gifted
young pianist”, Miss Connie Parsons, was the main musical attraction, while a certain Private
William Buckingham V.C. would give an address.
The Mayor’s (Alderman North’s) Fund for Wounded Soldiers and Sailors was among the best
supported of all local charities. Music again played a prominent part in eventually achieving the
£100,000 target, with the programme for a concert in April 1917 being “so arranged that the
First Part may be appropriate and applicable to the present crisis, including numbers that
express the respect and honour due to the memory of our Fallen and others that recognise the
bravery of those fighting our Country’s battles, and our confidence in ultimate and complete
Victory”. The suitably sombre tone was set this time by Sir Arthur Sullivan’s overture In
Memoriam, written on the death of his father in 1866 (Sir Arthur died in 1900), before the focus
returned to Elgar with his setting of Laurence Binyon’s For The Fallen. Later in 1917 this became
the third and final section of the completed cantata The Spirit of England, a work dedicated “To
The Memory of Our Glorious Men, with a Special Thought for The Worcestershires”, Elgar
being a Worcester man. Our thoughts, primarily, will be of “The Leicesters”, and not only at
Remembrance Tide, as we recapture the original freshness and potency of Binyon’s verse. In
short, as we, with Elgar, continue to “Remember Them”.
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We thank once again those readers who
contacted us following the production of
previous issues of The Tiger. Your comments
are valued and welcomed and we are always
open to suggestions as to what you, our
readers, would like to see included/excluded.
All articles reproduced in this newsletter are
accepted in good faith and every effort is
always made to ensure accuracy of the
information given. It should be noted however
that the opinions expressed by the
contributors are not necessarily those of the
Editor, her associates or the Western Front
Association. The Editor reserves the right to
amend, condense or edit any article submitted
although the full version will be available, via
e-mail, upon request.

Anyone wishing to submit material is
more than welcome to contact us by
e-mail at: foft@live.co.uk
The deadline date to ensure inclusion
in your next edition of The Tiger is:

Our Branch Website Address is:
www.leicestershireandrutlandwfa.com

Friday 14th September 2018

Our Branch Twitter Address is:
@WFALeicester

“We very much value your
continued support”

EXPLORE, LEARN, SHARE
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